
What is a corporation?
A corporation is a separate legal 
entity that can earn income and incur 
expenses from business operations. 
A corporation can hold assets, incur 
debt and conduct business activity 

in its own name. In certain circumstances, a corporation 
can provide limited liability to its shareholder. However, 
incorporated professionals are excluded to have limited 
liability for their professional activity. Legal advice 
should be sought to get information for each individual 
circumstance.

A corporation is also used as a marketing vehicle to brand 
one’s image. It allows for businesses to have a visible market 
presence and differentiate itself from the competition. The 
name of the corporation is part of brand building through 
advertising, logo, letterhead, website and social media. 
Incorporating protects the brand by registering the name 
with the Registrar Office to ensure no one else can profit 
from the name. 

Who should incorporate?
There are many instances when incorporating is beneficial 
for individuals. We would like to focus on the group of 
people who incorporate to take advantage of the tax system 
which allows deferral in tax liability for income earned in 
a corporation. These individuals are mid to high income 
earners which do not need all of their income for personal 
expenses and thus can take advantage of tax deferral to 
accumulate wealth.

An illustration is in order to explain how an individual 
would benefit from incorporating.

Selected Personal Tax Rates for 2011

Taxable Income Tax Rate Range

$0 to $41,000 20-23%

$41,000 to $83,000 30-34%

$83,000 to $129,000 38-41%

Over $129,000 44%

 

Corporate Tax Rates for 2011

Taxable Income Tax Rates %

Less than $500,000 13.5%

Over $500,000 26.5%

Using above tables as guidelines, let’s go through an 
illustration. 

Lucy is a physician working out of a clinic in Vancouver. 
Currently, she is self-employed and her income after business 
expenses is $130,000. Lucy needs around $60,000 after taxes 
per year for her personal expenses and to pay off her student 
loan. The remaining money she wants to save for her future, 
be it retirement, growing her clinic or whatever else she 
decides to do. She is considering incorporating and wonders 
what tax advantage she would gain.
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Sole Proprietor Taxes

Income earned directly $130,000

Personal tax (56,810)

Net cash after tax $73,190

 

Corporation Taxes

Income in corporation $130,000

Corporation tax (17,550)

$112,450

Dividend to Lucy (75,000)

Net cash after tax in the 
corporation $37,450

Dividend income for Lucy 75,000

Personal tax on dividend (14,783)

Net cash after tax for 
personal expenses $60,217

 
As you could see by this example, if Lucy earns the money 
a self-proprietor, she will have $13,190 left over for savings 
after her personal life expenses. Compare that to the cash 
available for investment in the corporation of $37,450. There 
is a tax deferral of $24,260 or 19% of income. The money 
left in the corporation can be used to accumulate wealth 
through investing into the stock market, bonds, real estate, 
business ventures or any other income producing asset. Once 
Lucy decides to take the money out of the corporation for 
personal need such as buying a house to live in, she will have 
to pay taxes on that amount. The deferral of taxes allows 
Lucy to invest and earn investment income on a much larger 
investment. 

I would also like to point out that the use of corporation 
does not have to be for individuals who are in the top 
bracket. There are many cases where professionals or self-
employed people earn in the middle brackets of around 
$60,000 that incorporating would still have tax advantages.

Income Splitting
Incorporating also allows instances for income splitting. 
Such strategies involve paying a reasonable salary to a 
spouse or relatives helping with business operations. As 
well, corporate structure can be set up in such a way that 
family members hold a portion of the shares thus are 
entitled to dividends. The strategy should be developed 
on case by case basis with the consultation of your trusted 
professional accountant advisor. 

What are the costs?
At this point, you are probably wondering of how much 
is the initial investment and annual costs of having a 
corporation. The initial investment to incorporate is 
between $1,000 to $1,200. A lawyer should be approached 
in helping with incorporating to ensure it is properly done. 
The annual accounting fees range from $1,500 to $2,000 
and will depend on the complexity and document keeping 
of the shareholder.

The other non financial costs involve of having to keep 
track of corporate and personal finances separately. The 
corporation will have its own bank account and should be 
used only for business purposes. The owner will then draw 
a periodic draw from the corporation to pay for personal 
expenses. This will take a bit of time and administrative 
work to keep the records in order.
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Summary
Benefits of incorporating

 •  Tax deferral as corporate income is taxed at 13.5% 
compared to personal tax rates of up to 43.7%

 •  Accumulation of wealth when income is left in the 
corporation 

 •  Income splitting

 •  Limited liability, however restricted for incorporated 
professionals

 •  Flexible business structure

 • Tax planning opportunities

 •  Selling shares of the corporation is part of an exit 
strategy and possibly reduce taxes on the gain

 •  Ease of growth through additions of shareholders, 
directors and profit sharing

 
Disadvantages of incorporating

 • Initial legal fees for incorporating

 • Added annual accounting, legal and maintenance fees

 • Additional complexity for added administrative work

Steps to Incorporate
 •   Get approval from governing profession association, 

if necessary (ie., Health Professions Act of BC for 
physicians)

 •   Contact a business or corporate lawyer to incorporate a 
company. Will require to:

 • Pick a name that is not registered in BC

 •  Determine the structure of the corporation (ie. if 
family members are shareholders and what class 
of shares) – very important to seek professional 
advice from an accountant to determine ideal 
structure at this point

 •  Determine directors and officers of the company 
(most often the shareholder is the director and 
hold all offices such as president and secretary)

 •   Once the incorporating process is complet, open a bank 
account at a banking institution

 • Bring corporation documents to the bank

 • Order business cheques and deposit book

 • Apply for credit card, if necessary

 •  Register a business number and HST, if 
necessary, with Canada Revenue Agency (CRA)

Record Keeping

As with any business, whether incorporated or not, there are requirements to keep records 
for submission of tax returns to CRA. Corporate records, such as invoices, receipts, bank 
statements should be kept track of on annual basis. The task is not as onerous as it may seem, 
however good organizational skills help minimize the effort needed. Consult your accountant 
advisor for help with record keeping and efficient solutions.
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